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It is well known (see [2]) that system of conservation laws which 
possess an entropy function could be written in a gradient-flux form 
(fu(u)), + (g,(u)).x = 0 (1) 
wheref(u) and g(u) are scalar functions andf,, g, are their gradients with 
respect to the vector variable u = (ur , uq, . . . . u,). A shock solution of (1) is a 
step function 
u(x, t) = 
{ 
UL, x <St 
URY x > st 
(2) 
where uL, uR satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 
&t”L) = &t”R)> where b(u) = -~-f(u) + g(u). (3) 
The solution is called entropy-satisfying if 
4(Q) ’ 4(k). (4) 
Now add to system (1) a high-order dissipation; namely, consider the 
system 
(fu(u)), + (g,(u)), = (- 1 Jk-- ‘mm4 (5) 
where the matrix A = A(u, Dxu, . . . . D:- ‘u) is a Ck function of its variables 
and 
ReA>O (6) 
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for all 24, Dxz4, . . . . Dz- ‘U E R”. The problem we are concerned with in this 
paper is the existence of traveling wave solutions to (5); namely, we are 
looking for solutions of the form 
u(x, t) = u(x - st), u(-al)=uL, u(+co)=u,. (7) 
The function U(X) satisfies the (2k - 1 )-order system 
where 
c = -du(uJ = -4u(uR). (9) 
With a slight abuse of notations let us denote the function d(u) + C. u again 
by 4(u). The gradient 4, of the new 4 vanishes at ur and uR, while the 
function u(x) is a solution of the problem 
~,=(-l)“~‘Dk,-l(ADk,u), u(-co)=uL, u(+co)=u,. (10) 
Such solutions are also called viscous shocks since they approximate the 
usual shocks in (2). If IuL-uRI is small the shock is called weak. Weak 
viscous shocks were studied for general systems of conservation laws (i.e., 
without entropy) and general higher order dissipation (see [4,9,6] for the 
discrete case). The problem is reduced to a central (2k - 1)-dimensional 
manifold where it becomes a small perturbation of the scalar equation 
Y w-1+24. (11) 
It was shown in [ 1 ] that Eq. (11) has a non-trivial bounded solution. The 
strong shocks (i.e., large Iur - uRI) for system (5) with k = 1 and some 
additional condition on 4, were studied in [7], using the degree-theoretical 
arguments and were recently simplified in [8] by applying the Conley 
index. The application of Conley’s index usually includes three ingredients: 
1. the existence of a Liapunov function; 
2. the compactness of the set of bounded solutions; 
3. the continuation. 
In order to obtain the Liapunov function we multiply (10) by D,u and 
integrate by parts. The Liapunov function is 
k-l 
L(u, Dxu, . . . . D;k-2)=4(u)+ c (-l)‘-‘D~P’(A(u)D;u,D~P’u)(12) 
j=l 
505,‘71/2-4 
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and for any x, <x2 satisfies the identity 
(13) 
The last inequality follows from (6). Indeed, if D:u z 0 for x, <x d x2, then 
by (10) #Ju) = 0 so that in view of Assumption 1 below u is a constant. 
In order to prove compactness we need the following homogeneity and 
regularity conditions. 
ASSUMPTION 1. The function 4 belongs to C2(Rn) and has a finite 
number of critical points in R”. For large u, i.e., IuI > K, 
4(u) =40(u) + i,(u) (14) 
where &(u) is homogeneous of order r > 1 while 
lim l~,(u)l/lui’=O. (15) 
I4 + a 
&(u) is a C’ function for IuI = 1 and (&,)u vanishes only at u =O. 
Remark 1. In the above assumption the most restrictive is the 
smoothness of &,(u) since it excludes most rational functions. There are 
some singular &(u) for which the compactness theorem below holds. For 
example &(u) = p(u)/uy, where p(u) is a smooth homogeneous function of 
u which does not vanish at ui = 0, u # 0. It is well known (e.g., see [3]) that 
the Euler equations of fluid dynamics could be written in form (1) with 
homogeneous f and g. Unfortunately the functions f and g are singular at 
zero density. For the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (which is the 
case of second-order dissipation) it is known that the viscous shocks are 
bounded away from zero density. Would this result hold for higher order 
dissipations, the existence of viscous shocks would then follow from the 
theorems below. 
The simplest regularity condition for the matrix A is 
6<ReA<[IAII<K (16) 
for some constant 6 and K and all values of u, Dyu, . . . . Dz-‘u. We wish, 
however, to allow for A which increases or decreases unboundedly at 
infinity. For integer I2 0 and real s such that 
ls+l>O (17) 
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introduce the “quasi’‘-norm 
(u(x))i= i p)u(x)l”“+““. 
i=O 
(18) 
ASSUMPTION 2. There exist real s and t and integer 0 < 1 <k - 1 such 
that 
--t/2 + r > (k - +)s + 12 -min(O, t/2), ls+l>O (19) 
and 
for all (u)! > R, where R, K, 6 are some positive constants. 
In particular, if 1= 0, i.e., 6 1~1’~ Re A < lIAI/ < Klul’, t does not depend 
on S. Then the only restriction which follows from (19) is 
t < 2r. (21) 
THEOREM 1. Let the system 
$4”(U) = (- l)k-lD;-‘(AD;u) (22) 
satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2. Then the set of bounded solutions of (22) is 
compact in CZkpl(R). 
ProoJ It was already shown that system (22) possesses a Liapunov 
function L. Hence any bounded solution of (22) connects two zeros of the 
function ~Ju), say uL and uR, and 
m (ReADk,u,Dtu)dx=d(u,)-d(u,)<K,. 
-cc 
(23) 
The last estimate follows from the fact that c$Ju) (as implied by 
Assumption 1) does not vanish at large 1~1. Now, assume that there is a 
sequence of bounded solutions ui such that 
Pi= suP (“i(x))I+ O” as i+oo. (24) 
-m<x<ac 
Rescale the variables u and x 
2.4 = piv, x = p;“i$ (25) 
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For functions vi(r) =pz:‘u,(&[) the values of (~~(l))~ are uniformly 
bounded 
sup (vi(5))i= 1. (26) 
By shifting 5 one may assume that 
Estimate (23) implies 
I m (R~AD~v~,D:)~K,~,~*-(*~~~)~. -m 
(27) 
(28) 
Then, in view of (20) and (19) 
and 
In order to bound the derivatives D$v, 1 <j < k - 1, one can use the 
Nierenberg inequality in R” 
lw4,d ww~Il~ll:-” (31) 
where 
With p = q = co, r = 2, m = k, n = 1, and a = j/(k - 4) it implies 
IID{~illm ~~II~~~~ll~Il~~ll~~“-“6~~~ (32) 
In view of (29) the functions Di- l vi are equi-continuous. Hence for a com- 
pact interval --E < x < E there exists a subsequence, still denoted by vi([), 
which converges in Ck- ‘C-E, E] to some v(c). Let w(r) be a smooth test 
function with support in (-E, E). From the weak form of, e.g., (22) and 
estimate (30) we obtain 
I(p;‘+‘&(piui), w)l =p,‘+’ ~p~2k-1)s+‘l(AD~ui, D:plw)l 
< K,p; r+(k-l/2)s+l+r/211D~~lWll. (33) 
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In view of (19) the last expression tends to 0 as i + co. Then by 
Assumption 1 the left-hand side of (33) tends to (&Ju), w) = 0 and hence 
u = 0 which contradicts the assumption in (27). Hence the norm [lull co is 
uniformly bounded for all bounded solutions of (22). Estimate (32) for u 
implies then the uniform boundedness of u in Ck- ‘. Denote ADtu = u and 
apply to it the inequality 
II~!~ll,~~II~~-‘~ll”,~Il~ll:~“, O<j<k-2 (34) 
with a = (j+ f) 1 (k - $), which is a particular case of (31). Note that the 
matrix function A(u, . . . . Dt-‘u) is bounded as in (16) since u belongs 
to a bounded domain in CkP1(R). Thus llullz <KIID:ullz < 
KcF”* IqS(uJ - qd(uJ 1’2 is uniformly bounded and so is l/D:- ‘011 OO. 
Inequality (34) now implies the uniform boundedness of IlD”,ull, < 
6P111ullm and of IID,A(u, . . . . Dk-‘u)ll,. Hence follows the boundedness of 
IID k,+‘~ll~~6-~IID,u-D,A.D~ull,andofallhigherderivatives IlD!ull, 
forj<2k- 1. Q.E.D. 
Assumption 2 could be modified in a following way. 
ASSUMPTION 2a. There exist real s and t and integer 0 < 1~ k - 1 such 
that 
Y - t/2 - max(O, t/2) > (k - 4)s + 1 > -min(O, t/2), Is+ 1 >o (35) 
and 
d.min(l, (u)f)<ReAQ IIAII <K(u); (36) 
for all (u),> R. 
Unlike (20), now the real part of the matrix A in (36) is not necessarily 
equivalent to /I All. In particular case of I = 0 the inequality in (36) results in 
the only restriction 
t<r (37) 
which is stronger then (21). Clearly, Theorem 1 holds also with 
Assumption 2 being replaced by Assumption 2a. 
In order to compute the Conley index for the flow in (22) we shall 
deform it continuously to a flow which has no critical points. For that sake 
one needs an additional 
ASSUMPTION 3. There exists a continuous family of functions 
p(u), u < T < 1, P(u) = 4(u) (38) 
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such that Assumption 1 holds uniformly for all #(‘). The gradient 41p) 
vanishes at a single point uo, the Hessian $I~,)(u~) vanishes at a single direc- 
tion e,, leOl = 1, and the triple directional derivative d3e5”‘(~, + tea) dt3 at 
t = 0 is non-zero. 
Let us clearify the above assumption. The solutions ua of Eq. (3) for dif- 
ferent values of s define the so-called Rankine-Hugoniot curve. The stan- 
dard assumptions for systems of conservation laws in (1) are strict hyper- 
bolicity and genuine non-linearity (e.g., see [5]). The point uR = ur on the 
Rankine-Hugoniot curve corresponds to a zero-strength shock. At such a 
point the matrix 4UU(~J = -sf,,(uL) + guu(uL) has a zero eigenvalue and 
by strict hyperbolicity this eigenvalue is simple. The genuine non-linearity 
then implies that the third directional derivative of 4 along the eigenvector 
e, is non-zero. Thus the homotopy in Assumption 3 could be obtained by 
moving uR along the Rankine-Hugoniot curve to the zero strength shock. 
The alternative is to fix s and move ur and the corresponding uR to a point 
u. of a zero strength shock. The latter approach should be used in the dif- 
ference problems where the slope s of the shock is a fixed rational number 
(see PI). 
THEOREM 2. Let system (22) satisfy Assumptions 1, 2 (2a), and 3. Then 
the Conley index of the set of bounded solutions of (22) is zero. 
Proof By Assumption 3 the flows 
@“(u) = (- l)kPLDk- ‘(AIlk u T .YU 3 ) Odrdl (39) 
satisfy uniformly the conditions of Theorem 1 and hence the sets of boun- 
ded solutions of (39) are uniformly bounded. Hence the Conley index of 
these sets is independent of r. At t = 0 system (39) has a single critical 
point u. and hence the set of bounded solutions consists of this single 
point. Let us perturbe the function #O)(u) as 
f$+“‘(u) = q5’“‘(u) 4 E(eo, u), &>O (40) 
where the sign f is the same as of the third directional derivative 
d~,$(“‘(uo). We claim that there exists 6, > 0 such that for E >O the flux 
&-E)(~) does not vanish inside the ball IU - uoI < 6,. Indeed, consider the 
equation 
in an orthogonal coordinate system u = (u,, u ~ ), where u. is parallel to e, 
and up is orthogonal to it. Then Eq. (41) decouples as 
Bu_ +O(lul*)=O 
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where B is a non-singular matrix and c = &II~,,~‘~‘(u,) # 0. Thus, 
u- = 0( loOl’) and from the second equation in (42) 
cu~f&=O(~U0~3). (43) 
Since c has the same sign as fs, Eq. (43) has no solutions in a ball IuI < 6, 
in which 0( luol 3, < c luol *. Recall that 4:‘) does not vanish but at u = u. and 
for large 1~1 the leading part of dip) is a non-vanishing homogeneous 
function of order r - 1 > 0. Thus I&‘)(u)1 is bounded away from zero for 
Iu - uoI > 6, and hence &&)(u) does not vanish anywhere provided 
0 <a < co. Consider the flow in (39) for -e. < t < 0. Since it has a 
Liapunov function, the set of its bounded solutions is empty and therefore 
has a zero index. Thus by Conley’s continuation theorem [ 1 ] the index is 
zero also for the flow at r = 0. Q.E.D. 
Recall that a critical point u0 of the flow in (22) is called hyperbolic if the 
characteristic equation 
det(#,,(u,) + (- l)k A2k-’ .A(u,, 0, . . . . 0)) =0 (44) 
has no imaginary solutions A = iu, w  real. Clearly, in case of a symmetric 
matrix A(#,, 0, . . . . 0) any non-degenerate critical point of the function d(u) 
(i.e., with non-singular Hessian dU,(uo)) is hyperbolic. Now we can state 
our final result. 
THEOREM 3. Let the flow in (22) satisfy Assumptions 1, 2 (2a), and 3. 
Then any hyperbolic critical point of the flow is connected to another critical 
point by a trajectory of the flow. In particular, if the flow has exactly two 
critical points uL and uR one of which is hyperbolic, then necessarily 
q5(uL) #q5(uR) and there is a viscous shock profile u(x) such that 
u(-CO)=U~ and u(+oo)=u, (prouided r$(uL)<$(uR)). 
Proof Let u. or more precisely U, = (u,, 0, . . . . 0) be a hyperbolic critical 
point of the flow defined by (22) in the space of 2k- 1 tuples 
U= (u, D.r~, . . . . D, 2k ~ “u). It is well known (e.g., see [ 11) that the index of U, 
is non-zero. Let I be the set of points in RCZk ~ ‘In which belong to bounded 
trajectories of the flow. Would ii, be isolated from fiti,, the index of I 
would be a sum of ind(fi,) and ind(l\ti,) and hence non-zero. Therefore ii, 
is a limit point of Z, i.e., there exists a sequence U, E fi\u,, U, -+ Uo. The 
trajectory which starts at ii, should leave in forward direction a small 
d-neighborhood of U. at some point I&; otherwise this trajectory tends to 
tie as x + + co. Then a limit point z& of {i&} belongs to Z, and the trajec- 
tory which originates at z& should stay as x + -cc in the above 6 
neighborhood. This proves that there exists a bounded trajectory in I 
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which tends to ii,) as x + +CC or x + --x. Since the flow possesses a 
Liapunov function, this trajectory tends in the opposite direction to 
another critical point. 
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